Featured Resources: Watch it with RDC Library

Like classic cinema, indie films, or documentaries? The Kanopy streaming video collection is a must-see. Access it at home over the holidays to get started on the 30,000+ titles!

Looking to explore different perspectives? View and listen to stories and news from LGBTQ, Indigenous, and immigrant viewpoints with Curio.ca, a collection of educational videos and audio from the CBC.

Into the insides of people, literally? Explore the Visible Body 3D Human Anatomy Atlas. It is a bit slow to load . . . but you will be rewarded by incredibly detailed interactive images.

Long Night Against Procrastination (LNAP)

The Fall 2017 LNAP event on November 22 saw more hard-working students in the Library than ever. How so?

An average number of people in the Library at 8 pm might be 65 people. During LNAP, we had 230. By 9 pm, we had 297! We keep it simple (snacks, support, study space) and the students love it. March 21st, 2018 will be our sixth event - we encourage you to come check it out.

Quiet Book Club

Looking for some holiday reading? The Innovator’s Mindset: Empower Learning, Unleash Talent, and Lead a Culture of Creativity by George Couros is the current selection for the Quiet Book Club. Read more on our biblioTECH blog.

Out of Curiosity . . . How Much Does a References List Cost?

We say to students, “the Library pays for you to access information,” but what does this really mean? Apparently, for a random Psychology paper, it might be over $350! Check out the real cost (in US $, unless stated otherwise) on this sample References list (as scrounged from a recycling bin).

Just for Fun: L.R.C. Notes - Fall 1974

From our archives, the charming exam-time Library Newsletter from December 2, 1974!

~ Happy Holidays from the Library Information Common ~